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Abstract
In ion-annihilation electrochemiluminescence (ECL), luminophore ions are generated by oxidation as well as reduction at 
electrodes surfaces, and subsequently recombine into an electronically excited state, which emits light. The intensity of the 
emitted light is often limited by the kinetic rate of recombination of the luminophore ion species. Recombination or annihila-
tion rates are high ranging up to approximately  1010  M−1 s−1 and can be difficult to determine using scanning electrochemical 
microscopy or high-frequency oscillations of an electrode potential. Here, we propose determining annihilation kinetics by 
measuring the relative change of the emitted light intensity as a function of luminophore concentration. Using finite element 
simulations of annihilation ECL in a geometry of two closely spaced electrodes biased at constant potentials, we show that, 
with increasing concentrations, luminescence intensity crosses over from a quadratic dependence on concentration to a linear 
regime—depending on the rate of annihilation. Our numerical results are applicable to scanning electrochemical microscopy 
as well as nanofluidic electrochemical devices to determine fast ion-annihilation kinetics.
Keywords Electrogenerated chemiluminescence · Annihilation · Mechanisms · Ion-annihilation kinetics · Redox cycling · 
Nanogap transducer
1 Introduction
Electrogenerated chemiluminescence [1] (ECL) is light 
generation by luminophore molecules which is triggered by 
electrochemical excitation. Important applications of ECL 
lie in electroanalytical biosensing [2, 3], in which antibod-
ies or aptamers are labeled with luminophores to enable a 
large variety of different assays. In addition, ECL has been 
extensively investigated for imaging [4, 5] as well as light 
generation [6].
A prototypical ECL reaction scheme for efficient light 
generation is the annihilation pathway. In this pathway, lumi-
nophore molecules are oxidized and reduced with respect to 
their bulk oxidation state by applying anodic and cathodic 
potentials at two separate working electrodes, respectively, 
which are positioned at a close distance. Oxidized and 
reduced molecules diffuse towards each other, recombine, 
and subsequently emit light. This annihilation reaction 
scheme is shown in Fig. 1a. The following reactions occur 
for an ECL luminophore with the bulk oxidation state A:
(1)A + e− → A−,
(2)A − e− → A+,
(3)A− + A+
kann
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A is oxidized at the anode to A+ , and reduced at the cath-
ode to A− . The generated ions diffuse into the bulk solution 
of the electrochemical cell and recombine (i.e., annihilate) 
to A and the excited state A*, which relaxes to the ground 
state A by emitting a photon. Subsequently, luminophores 
A diffuse again to the electrode surfaces to repeat oxidation/
reduction, annihilation, and light emission. Annihilation is 
characterized by the reaction rate kann , and the lifetime of 
the excited state is characterized by the rate k4 . The formal-
ism of Eqs. (1)–(4) is simplified as ECL reactants and prod-
ucts are species with distinctly different spin multiplicities, 
which may lead to additional kinetic complications because 
of spin conservation rules [7]. Typical luminophores that 
can undergo such an annihilation pathway are 9,10-diphe-
nylanthracene (DPA), pyrene, tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) 
([Ru(bpy)3]2+), and 5,6,11,12-tetraphenyltetracene (rubrene) 
[1, 7].
Annihilation rates have been measured directly previously 
by driving the reaction by high-frequency pulsation of a sin-
gle electrode between oxidation to reduction overpotentials 
[8]. When varying the frequency, regions of accumulation of 
A
− and A+ are generated at different distances from the elec-
trode surface. By observing light intensity as a function of 
the frequency of potential modulation and comparing with 
theoretical expectation, kann was determined. Experiments at 
high frequency can be very demanding experimentally due 
to additional effects such as parasitic impedances.
Under steady-state conditions, annihilation rates were 
estimated using a rotating ring-disk electrode setup [9]. By 
changing the rotation rate, and, thus, generating different 
concentration profiles, and measuring the ECL intensity as 
well as the shape of the emitted ECL pattern, it was possible 
to determine rates up to a limit of  107 M−1 s−1. Rates can 
also be determined when using constantly biased double-
band microelectrodes and mapping the distribution of ECL 
emission in between both electrodes with a high spatial reso-
lution [10].
In such two-electrode direct current (DC) measurements, 
generally fast reaction rates or short lifetimes of intermediate 
reaction products can be investigated well for short distances 
between both electrodes. Then, the lifetime or time for a 
reaction can reach the same order of magnitude or can be 
shorter than the time of diffusion from one electrode to the 
other: reaction and diffusion rates compete with one another. 
Very short inter-electrode distances in the nanometer range 
can be realized experimentally with scanning electrochemi-
cal microscopy (SECM) [11–13] or by microfabricated thin-
layer nanogap devices [14–16]. A different way of measuring 
annihilation rates can then be opened up by a competing 
reaction pathway. When using highly purified solvent, kann is 
often very high in the order of  107–1010  M−1 s−1 [8, 17]. For 
low rates and short inter-electrode distance h, it is possible 
that an ion generated at an electrode surface diffuses along 
the entire distance h without encountering and recombining 
with its complimentary ion. Then, upon reaching the oppo-
site electrode, a 2-electron transfer reaction takes place as 
shown in Fig. 1b:
Figure 1c depicts an intermediate regime, in which both 
the annihilation pathways (1)–(4) (i.e., Fig. 1a) and 2-elec-
tron processes (5)–(6) (i.e., Fig. 1b) take place and compete 
with each other.
It is impossible to distinguish both pathways by amperom-
etry, unfortunately, as both modes (1)–(4) and (5)–(6) yield 
the exact same current (assuming identical diffusion coef-
ficients D for all oxidation states of the luminophore mol-
ecule). This compensation of currents was explicitly shown 
by Amatore and coworkers [18] as well as by Wang and cow-
orkers [19]. In a 2-electron process, a charge of 2 e− is trans-
ferred after a diffusion time t =h2∕(2D) , leading to a current 
of 4 e−Dh−2 per luminophore. In the case of annihilation, an 
ion/molecule generated in the bulk of the electrochemical 
cell diffuses to an electrode in the shorter time (0.5h)2∕(2D) 
along the distance 0.5h , exchanging 1 e− . In contrast to this 
2-electron process, in annihilation mode, a molecule has 
to travel for this diffusion time twice by completing a full 
round trip of redox cycling towards center in between the 
electrodes and back for a single electrode reaction, leading 
to the identical current of 2e−D∕(2 ⋅ (0.5h)2) = 4e−Dh−2 per 
molecule.1
(5)A+ + 2e− → A−,
(6)A− − 2e− → A+,
Fig. 1  Schematic of reaction pathways of ECL luminophores in an 
electrochemical cell defined by two electrodes positioned at a short 
nano- or microscale distance, biased at constant oxidation and reduc-
tion potentials, respectively. a Direct annihilation pathway, b 2-elec-
tron redox cycling, c both competing processes
1 We have recently demonstrated DC annihilation ECL in nanoflu-
idic electrochemical devices [16]. Such devices allow for determin-
ing additional molecular information by stochastic amperometry [23]: 
For example, the current generated per molecule in redox cycling can 
be determined by analysis of current fluctuations in chronoamper-
ometry. We point out that the inability to distinguish both pathways 
amperometrically also extends to stochastic chronoamperometry. 
The methods probe number density fluctuation in the entire detection 
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However, the intensity of emitted light depends on the 
reaction pathway as photons are emitted in the annihilation 
regime but not for 2-electron redox cycling (5)–(6). This 
fact has been exploited by the group of Bard to determine 
kann in rubrene and [Ru(bpy)3]2+ using an SECM [17]. The 
change in light emission was recorded while reducing the 
inter-electrode distance h in SECM approach curves. For 
decreasing h, light emission increases as the diffusion-lim-
ited reactions (1)–(4) become more efficient. For very short 
distances h, however, the intensity decreases as the 2-elec-
tron pathway starts to dominate. kann was determined by 
comparison of experimentally and numerically determined 
approach curves.
2  Concentration‑Dependent Luminescence 
Intensity
Here, we show that annihilation rates can be determined by 
measuring ECL light intensity as a function of bulk lumi-
nophore concentration. Whether the annihilation or 2-elec-
trode redox cycling scheme occurs predominantly depends 
on exactly three parameters: on the rate of annihilation kann , 
on the diffusion time t along h across the electrochemical 
cell, t = h2/(2D), and on the concentration of the bulk species 
A. Both reaction schemes compete with each other, and a 
‘cross-over’ or intermediate regime (Fig. 1c) occurs when 
this diffusion time t is in the same order of magnitude as 
the time it takes for two complementary luminophore ions 
to encounter each other and recombine in the bulk. In other 
words, in the intermediate regime, characteristic frequen-
cies of both competing processes are of a similar magnitude. 
Then the frequency of annihilation
is approximately comparable to the frequency of diffusive 
shuttling across the inter-electrode distance
i.e., the condition
fann = kann ⋅ [A]
fdiff = 2D∕h
2,
kann ⋅ [A] ⋅ h
2 ≈ 2D,
is fulfilled. We employed two-dimensional numerical finite 
element calculations (COMSOL) to determine the concen-
tration profiles of all involved species, A,A+, A−, A∗ along 
the inter-electrode distance (see Supporting Information for 
simulation details as well as Refs. [16, 20]). We simulated a 
geometry of two 20-µm-long electrodes forming a nanochan-
nel which is diffusively coupled on both sides to a reservoir 
of a constant concentration of species A.
Concentration profiles are shown in Fig. 2 for an inter-
electrode distance h = 100 nm, an exemplary annihilation 
rate kann = 109  M−1 s−1, a lifetime of the excited state of 
1 µs (k4 = 106  s−1, typical for [Ru(bpy)3]2+* [21]), a dif-
fusion coefficient of  10−9 m2 s−1 and three different bulk 
concentration of A . For [A] = 0.1 mM (Fig. 2b, correspond-
ing to Fig. 1b), generated cations and anions are unlikely to 
encounter each other, 2-electron transfer at the electrodes 
is dominant, linear concentration profiles typical for redox 
cycling [22] occur, and light generation/generation of A* is 
reduced. For a high concentration of [A] = 10 mM on the 
other hand (see Fig. 2d, corresponding to Fig. 1a) almost 
all A+ and A− recombine, and their flux to the electrodes 
(slopes of blue and green curves a h = 0 nm and 100 nm, 
respectively) is negligible. At a concentration of [A] = 1 mM 
(Fig. 2c, corresponding to Fig. 1c), both reaction pathways 
take place as shown by comparable slopes of A and A+ (and 
A
− ) concentrations at the electrode surfaces, leading to com-
parable contributions of 1- and 2-electron processes.
The simulation results show that the concentration of the 
excited state A* is smaller than the concentration A at any 
position. The smaller concentration of A* is caused by its 
limited lifetime, and the ratio of [A*] and [A] is determined 
by the emission rate k4. We did not calculate the intensity of 
emitted light explicitly; it is directly proportional to [A*].
In the annihilation regime with a high bulk luminophore 
concentration, the concentration of A*, and, thus, the inten-
sity of ECL light emission, depend linearly on [A]. When 
crossing over into the 2-electron redox cycling regime, A* 
generation and light emission still occur. However, emission 
does not scale linearly with [A], but quadratically instead. 
The origin for this quadratic behavior is that decreasing [A] 
reduces directly the concentration of all luminophore ion 
species. The chance of A+ and A− encountering each other 
is additionally reduced as 2-electron transfer reactions at the 
electrode take over (in contrast to the annihilation regime, 
where all A+ and A− recombine). This combination of a 
decrease in concentration and the competing pathway leads 
to a quadratic reduction of [A*] and light emission intensity.
This behavior of linear and quadratic relationships is 
shown in Fig. 3. Finite element calculations of the concen-
tration of excited luminophore states A* integrated over 
the area/volume in between both electrodes are shown as 
a function of bulk concentration [A]. [A*] is equivalent to 
ECL light intensity. Results are depicted for inter-electrode 
area between the electrode, averaging over all oxidation states. Thus, 
2-electron and annihilation reactions will exhibit identical current 
‘noise’, i.e., identical standard deviations of a chronoamperometri-
cally detected current magnitude. On the other hand, the shot noise 
caused by Brownian motion of analytes traveling from one electrode 
to the other should differ for a 2-electron vs. 1-electron process. How-
ever, a shot noise regime so far has not been accessible experimen-
tally, as it demands low-current measurement at high acquisition fre-
quencies [24].
Footnote 1 (continued)
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distances of 50 nm, 100 nm, and 200 nm (Fig. 3a–c, respec-
tively), and four different annihilation rates kann = 107–1010 
 M−1 s−1 are shown in double-logarithmic as well as linear 
plots (insets). For the linear behavior, [A*] is expected to 
increase by two orders of magnitude when increasing [A] 
from 0.1 to 10 mM (e.g., green curve in Fig. 3c); in the 
quadratic regime dominated by redox cycling, an increase 
of four orders of magnitude is expected (see any red curve in 
Fig. 3). The numerical results show that a linear annihilation 
regime is favored for larger distances between the electrodes, 
and, importantly, faster annihilation kinetics.
To highlight the different regimes more clearly, in Fig. 4 
the change in [A*] is shown for an increase of the bulk con-
centration [A] by a factor of 100 from 0.1 mM to 10 mM (i.e., 
the ratio of [A*] at 10 mM A divided by [A*] at 0.1 mM A is 
shown). This ratio is depicted as a function of kann.
This result shows that, for a fixed electrode geometry h, 
the increase in excited luminophore concentration [A*] and 
light emission is expected to depend very strongly on the rate 
of annihilation up to a 100-fold difference (for an increase 
of the bulk concentration [A] by two orders of magnitude).
Therefore, we predict that by experimentally measuring 
light emission as a function of bulk luminophore concen-
tration and comparing to a numerical simulation, a precise 
measurement of very fast annihilation kinetics is possible.
While it is hardly possible to experimentally measure 
absolute intensities, differential changes in intensity can be 
detected reliably. Inter-electrode distances are often known 
Fig. 2  Finite element calculation of concentrations accord-
ing to Eqs.  (1)–(6) for an annihilation rate kann of  109  M−1  s−1 and 
k4 = 106  s−1. a Two-dimensional profile of the excited state A* for 
[A] = 1 mM. z denotes the direction parallel to the inter-electrode dis-
tance, and y denotes the direction parallel to the electrode surfaces. 
b–d Concentration profiles along z as indicated by the orange line in 
(a) with the cathode at z = 0  nm and the anode at z = 100 nm. The 
bulk concentration of A is varied from b 0.1  mM to c 1 mM to d 
10 mM, leading to different pathways of a b predominant 2-electron 
process, c an intermediate regime in which both pathways occur, and 
d predominant annihilation
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very exactly, in particular for microfabricated nanogap 
electrode geometries. Bulk luminophore concentrations 
can also be determined precisely and changed during an 
experiment, either by titration or by employing microflu-
idic mixing. A femtoliter volume between two electrode 
surfaces containing only attomoles of luminophores with 
a low quantum efficiency does not yield very intense light. 
Nonetheless, using state-of-the-art detectors such as an 
electron multiplied CCD camera or a photomultiplier tube 
as well as long integration times, smallest number of pho-
tons can be observed, making light intensity detection at 
low concentrations feasible.
3  Conclusion
We predict that recombination kinetics of annihilation 
electrochemiluminescence can be determined by detect-
ing the change in luminescence intensity when increasing 
the concentration of luminophore molecules in a setup of 
two closely spaced and constantly biased electrodes. Our 
numerical results show that this increase in intensity is 
expected to show a transition from a quadratic to a linear 
dependence on concentration. Intensity–concentration 
curves strongly depend on the annihilation rate, and rates 
above  1010  M−1 s−1 could be measurable for inter-electrode 
Fig. 3  Finite element simulation of the concentration of excited 
luminophores A* (equivalent to ECL intensity) as a function of the 
annihilation rate kann and the concentration of bulk luminophores A 
(k4 = 106 s−1). The inter-electrode distance in the electrochemical cell 
is a  50  nm, b 100  nm, and c 200 nm. Insets show identical curves 
using linear scales. In all curves, crossing over from a quadratic to 
a linear behavior with increasing [A] can be observed, with a linear 
relationship occurring for larger h, kann, and [A]
165Journal of Analysis and Testing (2019) 3:160–165 
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distances of around 100  nm. Thus, scanning electron 
microscopy as well as microfabricated thin-layer cells 
should be suitable for experimentation.
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